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DATE:  October 25, 2005   
 
SUBJECT:  Authorization of an Amendment to Agreement Number 144-03 between Arlington 
County and Lavigne, Associates for Architectural and Engineering Services for the design of the 
addition to the Fire Training Academy.  
 
C. M. RECOMMENDATION: 
   

1. Authorize Amendment No. 1 to Agreement Number 144-03 for architectural and 
engineering design services for an addition to the existing Fire Training Academy, 
with Lavigne, Associates, to include a base contract increase of $166,684.00 and a 
contingency increase of $16,789.00, for a total contract authorization of $416,684.00 
with a total contract contingency of $41,789.00, for a total authorization of 
$458,473.00 

 
2. Authorize the Purchasing Agent to execute the contract Amendment documents, 

subject to legal review by the County Attorney. 
  
ISSUES: None   
 
SUMMARY:  This is a request for authorization to amend the architectural and engineering 
design services contract, an increase in the scope of work including the design of a new 
apparatus bay and new training tower.    
 
BACKGROUND:  The Fire Training Academy was constructed in 1992. Due to funding 
limitations at that time it was necessary to defer major portions of the project.  The fall 2002 
Bond Referendum provided funding for planning, architectural and engineering services to 
expand the facility.  The agreement with Lavigne Associates for the design was subsequently 
approved in July of 2003.  At the time of award, the construction cost for the addition was 
estimated to be $2,000,000.  Funding for construction and additional design services was 
included in the fall 2004 Bond Referendum in the amount of $4,750,000.     
 
DISCUSSION:  In order to maximize the use of the facility, the project design has been 
increased to include a new apparatus bay and a new training tower.  The original agreement with 
Lavigne will need to be amended to incorporate the design of those two items.  In addition, 
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several repairs to the existing Fire Training Academy will be performed as part of the 
construction.  Those repairs were not envisioned at the time the agreement was awarded and are 
also additional services.   
 
FISCAL IMPACT: Funds for this amendment to the architectural and engineering design 
services contract are available in previously appropriated Fire Training Academy bond funds 
authorized in the 2004 referendum (026.F04) 

Subject: Fire Training Academy Amendment  - 2 - 


